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Wondrous Online Women

5 simple

ways to

attract your 

IDEAL

CLIENTS



Ask the
People

CREATE A
SURVEY

1.

and more often than not,

people are totally honest in

their answers. 

 

Fabulous!
 

That’s where we start. Sign up

to JotForm or any other survey

platform you like and start

asking the right questions.

 

Gather as much information

from them as you can. For

example, if you intend in

covering these three topics in

an upcoming webinar,

program or offer, ask about

those topics.

Answers
See if they are interested. Find

out their struggles. So then your

offer will be the solution to their

problem. 

 

Ta daaaa! 
 

Don’t forget to collect their

email address as part of the

survey. Ask them for their details

in return for a free gift. 

 

P.S. Make sure you do keep your

word and get back to them with

it. You DO want to start on the

right foot!

 

 

As a start up entrepreneur

you have all the

knowledge in the world,

but have no idea where to

start looking for clients. 

 

Well, fret no more.
 

This first step will change

your life not only now, but

you can re- apply it with

every new offer or

program you put out

there.

 

Surveys have been known

to collect information

since we were still at

school. 

 

For some reason ,

everyone enjoys filling in a

survey. It’s like a little

game, a quiz maybe...
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https://www.jotform.com/
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WONDROUS ONLINE WOMEN

Give Value
We need to be present in the

online world - we need to be

SEEN. 

 

So of course we need to create

a social media page where

people can find us. 

 

Indeed you can have a

website, however these tips

are for startups too, who are

not necessarily earning money

yet. 

 

I opened my Facebook Page

just over 2 years ago. In the

beginning I just shared

positive quotes and

motivational videos. It's always

a start. 

 

You need to create yours

ASAP. This will be your shop

window - the place people get

to know you and what you do.

It will also be the place where

the review (after the free

session) is collected. You see,

everything works like a

journey, so yes, you need to

have your Business Page up

and running. I would also

suggest a page not a group for

the reviews and also to be able

to crrate ads in the future

should you choose to. 

What do you share in the

beginning? 

 

Give Value - as much as you
can! 
 

Don't worry about giving away

your best tips or being copied.

There is only one of you, so no

one can really share it the way

you do. Also, tips, come with

experience. I had chosen three

tips to help people with

Facebook Lives and mostly

shared the same tips to

different clients. 

 

Now I give so much more, as I

have finally recognised my

worth. Yes, giving things away

is related to self-worth, but we

will leave that discussion for

another day. 

2. OPEN A
SOCIAL
MEDIA
 PAGE

https://www.facebook.com/wondrousonlinewomen/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vm4UdAVU4Lw&t=47s


Don't 
forget your

why

3. OFFER A FREE
SESSION FOR A

REVIEW

This allows you to connect to

the person , learn and grow as

an entrepreneur.

 

It helps you listen to their

needs and create accordingly.

It’s pure magic what can

happen on that call. 

When I started , my free

session was a whole hour. 

Yes, a full 60 minutes for free. 
I needed to establish myself. I

did this for a couple of

months. Then reduced it

slowly. I now offer a free 15

minute session. It’s more of a

connection call. But this

journey was pure gold for me

to discover and I am sure it will

work for you too.

Help others
Ps. As an extra tip, it’s a good idea

to have an online calendar with

your availability. I use

AcuityScheduling. It works

wonders. 

 

Of course nothing is truly for free.

Make sure that after the session,

especially if it goes really well and

you felt a vibe, you ask for a review.

This is gold when starting up as you

need credibility. Most people look

at reviews before buying clothes or

trying a new restaurant. Same goes

for us. What others say about us is

important in the online world. 

 

So go collect at least one
testimonial TODAY!

We need to dangle a

carrot in order to get

some attention. You

remember the email

address you collected in

the survey? Well here is

your thank you gift! Email

them all and offer them a

free session.

 

BOOM!
 

When starting out, no one

knows who we are. So we

need to offer something

for free in order to get us

moving. I did this, and all

the other steps I suggest

here, so it’s tried and

tested. 

Some people choose to

offer a free webinar or

ebook, however in my

experience, nothing beats

a free session. 
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WONDROUS ONLINE WOMEN

At the end of your FREE

SESSION, you need to 

take them somewhere. 

 

Of course, ask for a review, but

also share with them a low

cost offer you have put

together especially for them. 

 

Here I would suggest to keep

it under a 100 of your currency.

To be honest, mine was 3 x 30

minute sessions for €150 and

they sold so quickly. 

 

Make this offer time bound -

so offer it only for that month,

that weekend or that day. This

way, they will feel inclined to

go for it quicker, without

hesitating too much. 

 

Remember, that these people

don't know you, so you need

to solve the struggles they said

they have in their survey - 

 

see how it comes full circle! 
 

So what I am saying is, before

the free session, look up their

survey, write down the things

that you can help them with,

and make sure your offer will

help them with exactly that!

 

 

Of course, not everyone will

buy from you, maybe not

immediately, maybe never.

That is exactly why you should

ask for a review, so you do not

feel you just wasted an hour of

your time and got nothing out

of it (trust me, I've been there). 

 

Do not be shy to ask them.

Some people may be start ups

like you, maybe they don't

have the finances, but they are

more than willing to help you

out and get your name out

there. 

 

The secret here is to ask. 
 

Also, do NOT worry about the

selling part and

sounding salesy. If your aim is

to help them and not just

looking to make money, the

conversation will flow. 

4. SHARE
YOUR 

LOW COST
OFFER

Connect

https://www.facebook.com/wondrousonlinewomen/


Share your
Story

5. BE VISIBLE

Of course, you need to find

what works for you. 

 

Maybe you are a talker like me,

so videos and Livestreams will

eventually flow. Perhaps you

are a more structured person,

so a training video with a

screen-sharing option is more

your thing. (Try Zoom if you

have never tried it before).

 

If you are totally scared of the

sound of all of this, stick to

what you know in the

beginning, like writing blog

posts and posting images

on Instagram. However

beware that video has the

power to bring in your

Be Yourself
IDEAL CLIENTS!
 

When the viewers watch you,

they can either like you or not. If

they don't, thank you, next. 

 

However, the real magic lies in

the ones who do - 

 

THEY ALREADY LIKE YOU FOR
CRYING OUT LOUD!
 

They are you Potential Clients.

Educate them. Guide them. Tell

them why you do what you do.

Nurture them. Also, ask them to

like your page and share your

video! 

 

 

If you do all

I suggest here, but still

remain hidden, no one

will know who you are

and what you do. 

 

To date, videos attract
85% more views than any
other post. 
 

Yes, you need to keep up

with the tech, we do work

in an online world, so this

is key for our businesses. 

 

Learning to do videos and

livestreams is daunting for

many. But trust me when

I say, that my most shy

clients (and even

husband) have learnt how

to do them and are now

loving them. 

 

I guess I'm a great coach!
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start
right
now

SURVEY

Collect data from

your ideal clients

and build your

offer/program

around their

struggles. 

BIZ PAGE

Open a Facebook

page where you

share Value, who

you are and what

you do. Post

regularly.

LOW COST OFFER

Keep it under 100 and

make sure that this

will solve the struggles

they shared in the

survey.

 

BE VISIBLE

Video is the way

forward so go get my 

 3 Expert Beginner
Tips TODAY!

Offer a free session

in return for a

review on your

Business Page. Give

value. 

FREE SESSION

to recap...

If you liked these tips and would
like some guidance regarding what
to do next, book YOUR free session

HERE. 

https://www.wondrousonlinewomen.com/
https://www.facebook.com/wondrousonlinewomen/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vm4UdAVU4Lw&t=47s
https://bookawowsession.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.php

